A combined algorithm which has global and local optimization capabilities is applied to a statistical orbit determination problem. The objective is to estimate initial states of a nearearth satellite nonlinear dynamical system, as well as unknown parameters, by using discrete observations. A particle swarm optimizer is the selected global search tool, and it is used in the first phase to obtain the preliminary results over a large searching space. A batch filter which has faster convergence and higher accuracy in local optimization is applied in the second phase to refine the preliminary results. The initial experimental results show that the combined algorithm has the potential to solve a statistical orbit determination problem.
I. Introduction
he classical methods in solving statistical orbit determination problems are batch and sequential estimation algorithms [1] . In order to estimate states or unknown parameters in the nonlinear system equations of a statistical orbit determination problem, a series of discrete observations are needed. The system is linearized with respect to a reference trajectory and the correction of the reference trajectory is calculated by using an estimation method. Here the priori selection of reference solutions is important to determine the convergence and accuracy of the final estimation of the actual trajectory. When the priori knowledge of a reference solution is over a large space or unknown, a global optimization algorithm can be used to search for a preliminary solution which is regarded as a reference solution. Evolutionary optimization algorithms are effective global optimization algorithms. They do not apply mathematical assumptions to optimization problems and have better global search capabilities than conventional optimization algorithms [2] . Thus, evolutionary optimization algorithms are chosen to determine preliminary solutions. Evolutionary optimization algorithms have been applied to solve engineering design and optimization problems. Many successful applications have been reported [3, 4, 5] . Once preliminary solutions or reference solutions are located, the method of Batch Filter can be used to further search for more precise solutions.
T
The contribution of this paper is that it develops a two-stage integration optimization algorithm of statistical orbit determination: a global evolutionary optimization algorithm is used to search for preliminary solutions, and the method of Batch Filter is then utilized to further find more precise solutions according to these preliminary solutions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, a statistical orbit determination problem is formulated. In the third section, the methodologies used are introduced and a two-stage optimization algorithm is developed. In the fourth section, the empirical computational experience and the analysis of the results are presented. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided.
II. Problem Formulation
The problem in the paper is a two-dimensional, two-body problem under the assumption that there are no perturbations and the earth is non-rotating. The dynamical equations of the satellite in earth orbit are expressed as 
where ( ) 
III. Methodology
The typical evolutionary algorithms include Simulated Annealing [6] , Evolution Strategies [7] , Genetic Algorithms [8] , and Particle Swarm Optimization [9] , etc. In evolutionary operations, an evolutionary algorithm uses a fitness function (the objective function of an optimization problem) to calculate fitness values of candidate solutions, and use these values as a standard to evaluate the quality of solutions. According to these fitness values, new evolved solutions are generated. Part of the evolved solutions and the current solutions are chosen to construct next generation solutions. This loop is continued until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
The chosen evolutionary algorithm in this paper is the particle swarm optimizer (PSO). It is a population-based evolutionary algorithm and developed by James Kennedy and Russ Eberhart [9] . The development of PSO is inspired by the social behavior of animals such as fish schooling and birds flocking. Similar to other evolutionary algorithms, PSO can solve a variety of hard optimization problems. Furthermore, PSO has a faster convergence rate and requires only few parameters to be tuned, which makes it easier to be implemented [10] . The detailed algorithm of PSO will be illustrated in the following first section. The applications of PSO cover some areas. An application of PSO in trajectory optimization is reported by Massari et al. [5] who studied the multiple asteroid rendezvous problem and their objective is to find the global optimal low-thrust trajectory.
After evolutionary optimization, Batch Filter [1] is used to find more precise solutions starting from preliminary solutions. Batch Filter had been widely applied in signal processing [11] , data collection [12] and trajectory optimization [13] . In this paper, it is used to find the correction of the reference solution by solving the best linear unbiased estimate of the current nominal states. Batch Filter will process all of the observed data simultaneously American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics after they propagate the entire sequence from initial point to the final point and store all of the observations for later use. The details of this algorithm are explained in the following second section.
A. Particle Swarm Optimizer
In PSO, each particle has several common attributes: xVector, pVector, vVector, xFitness and pFitness. xVector records the current position of a particle. If the optimized space is in D dimensions, xVector can be denoted by X i =(x i1 ,x i2 ,...,x iD ). pVector is the best position found so far by a particle and can be represented by P i =(p i1 ,p i2 ,...,p iD ). vVector is a velocity vector, represented as V i =(v i1 ,v i2 ,...,v iD ). xFitness and pFitness record the fitness values of xVector and pVector, respectively.
The evolutionary operation of each particle mainly includes two steps and is described below [14] :
1) First step: The algorithm finds particle g with the best pFitness in the neighborhood of particle i, and then combines the pVector of particle g and the pVector of the current particle i to generate a new vVector for particle i. Meanwhile, the algorithm introduces the random disturbance rand() to increase the search pressure. The following is the formula that updates the d th dimension of vVector:
2) Second step: The algorithm uses the updated vVector to obtain a new xVector for particle i. The related formula is as follows:
Angeline [15] calls two constants φ 1 and φ 2 in Eq. (4) as the learning rates which determine the relative influences of the cognitive and social components, respectively. Usually, they are both set to the same value to give each component an equal weight. Shi and Eberhart [16] indicate that PSO can effectively search wide areas but tends to lack local search precision. They introduce an inertia factor (w) to dynamically adjust the velocity over time such that PSO can gradually focus into a local search. Eq. (4) thus becomes:
Maurice Clerc [17] later introduces a constriction factor (K) to improve the algorithm capability of constraining and controlling velocities. Eberhart and Shi [18] show that the constriction factor can significantly improve the PSO performance. After the introduction of a constriction factor, Eq. (4) is changed to be the following form: Carlisle and Dozier [19] examine a variety of parameter settings in PSO such as the social and cognitive learning rates and magnitudes, the population size, the neighborhood size (including global neighborhoods), synchronous or asynchronous updates, and the inertia and constriction factors. They try to define a canonical PSO and use it as a good starting point for applying PSO. According to their empirical analysis, a population size of 30 is considered adequate to efficiently produce reliable results. As for the neighborhood size, Eberhart and Kennedy [14] conclude that a small local neighborhood is better at avoiding local minima, and that a global neighborhood converges faster. Carlisle and Dozier [19] note the global neighborhood is a better general choice since it seems to require less work American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for the same results. For the updates of particles, Carlisle and Dozier [19] demonstrate that asynchronous updates generally cost less. For the cognitive and social learning rates, Kennedy [20] asserts that the sum of the values of the cognitive and social components of PSO (φ 1 and φ 2 ) should be about 4.0, and the common usage is to set as 2.05 each. In an earlier work, Kennedy [21] also looked at models where the two components have varying values, and defined a cognition model, a social model, and a full model according to the differences of the values of φ 1 and φ 2 . In that work, he found a full model had the performance advantage. Carlisle and Dozier [19] report that a reasonable compromise for the values of cognitive and social components appears to be 2.8 and 1.3, respectively.
B. Batch Filter
In Batch Filter, nonlinear system equations are linearized at the reference points * X by first-order Taylor expansion such that the corresponding nonlinear system can be approximated by
where the partial differential matrices are defined as
The deviation between the unknown states X and nominal states * (14) and the state transition matrix can be derived by integrating the following differential equation (16) where matrix H is the measurement sensitivity matrix written as American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The problem is to find the best estimate of the state correction, , which will minimize the sum of the squares of the observation errors . By solving the least square problem, the best linear unbiased estimate is expressed as
The optimal state solution thus is
IV. A Two-stage Optimization Algorithm Based on PSO and Batch Filter
In this section, PSO and Batch Filter are integrated to search for a global optimization solution in the statistical orbit determination problem over a large feasible space. The integration algorithm is a two-stage optimization algorithm where PSO is used to locate preliminary solutions and Batch Filter is then adopted to search for precise optimization solutions starting from these preliminary solutions. The details of the developed two-stage optimization algorithm are shown in Table 1 . (1) Search for particle g with the best pFitness in the neighborhood of particle i; (2) Utilize Eq. (7) and (5) 
V. Initial Experimental Results
A statistical satellite orbit determination problem is chosen and used to empirically investigate the developed two-stage optimization algorithm. In the chosen problem, 281 discrete observations of satellite positions are obtained from different tracking stations. Each observation records the observation time and the observed range provided in meters about the satellite to the corresponding station at that time. For each estimate of the initial states of the satellite, the positions at these discrete observation points can be calculated by Runge-Kutta numerical integration from the first point to the end of the observation. Therefore, ranges under current initial conditions are calculated and compared to the recorded ones. When the summation error between the calculated and recorded ranges reaches a minimum value, the optimal solution is obtained. The variables which need be optimized are described in section II and they are listed here in one vector as ( )
In the first optimization stage of the statistical orbit determination, PSO is used to search for preliminary solutions. The population size of PSO is set at 30. The chosen values of cognitive and social components are 2.8 and 1.3, respectively. The neighborhood size is 3. The particles adopt asynchronous updates to adjust their positions. The search space of particles in the chosen statistical orbit determination problem is shown in Table 2 . The PSO is run 10 times in order to avoid the potential random influences. The optimal solutions from the PSO are in Table 3 . The optimal solutions from the PSO are regarded as the first guess of initial states and unknown parameters in Batch Filter. With the information available, Batch Filter can proceed to search for the optimal solution as described in Table 1 . In order to measure the solution fit, the root mean square (RMS) error is used to estimate the convergence in local optimization. At the end of each loop of calculating the state correction , the observation deviation vector is saved. RMS then is calculated as . It is assumed that a solution is convergent if the difference of RMS between two adjacent loops satisfies 
RMS RMS
, and the calculation stops. By setting the convergence criteria, the final optimal solutions obtained by using the 10 solutions in Table 3 as the 10 preliminary solutions in Batch Filter are in Table 4 . At the same time, the results using random initial guess, for example, the upper and lower bound of PSO, are also listed in Table 4 . Obviously, the random initial guess cannot guarantee the convergence of the batch filter solution. Therefore, using the preliminary solution from PSO as initial guess in batch filter is necessary to generate the convergent solution. The discrete ranges from observation and ranges calculated using the optimized values from batch filter outputs are illustrated in 
VI. Conclusion
A two-phase optimization algorithm is proposed and applied to the statistical orbit determination problem. By searching a preliminary solution for Batch Filter over a large space using a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the two-stage optimization algorithm obtains satisfying optimal results with a fast convergence rate. The obtained results shows the application of the two-stage algorithm are promising and it can reach an optimal solution having error within the desired tolerance. 
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In the future research, the influences of the population and neighborhood sizes on the optimization capability of PSO in the statistical orbit determination problem will be analyzed. Since the search space is large, particles face the challenge of global optimization and convergence capability. The dynamic adjustment of neighborhood size might be a feasible approach to further improving the convergence of solutions and making them closer to optimal solutions. The goal of the dynamic adjustment is to balance the demand of convergence rate and global optimization capability of particles. A potential dynamic adjustment scheme could be that in the initial search stage, the global neighborhood is adopted and it can make PSO quickly converge to the area of optimal solutions. After that, a small local neighborhood is used to avoid local minima. In addition, although PSO is an effective global evolutionary optimization algorithm regarding the optimization capability and convergence and the empirical results show its effectiveness in the statistical orbit determination problem, it is beneficial to test other global evolutionary optimization methods on this type of problems.
